
I created this pattern in order to avoid the cold spot at the back of the neck which
often arises when wearing a shawl or a scarf with a jacket. I used to wear these
'faux polos' as a child and I think it's high time they were brought back into use! 

This pattern consists of a folded collar of two-by-two rib which splits at the
shoulder into two sections of stockinette with a garter border. 

It is knitted bottom up, with increases at the shoulders which are then kitchener
stitched for a seamless join. The collar is knitted in two-by-two rib, and a Latvian
braid is knitted on the 'wrong side' so that it is visible when the collar is folded
down. 

This pattern is suitable for beginner knitters ready to explore new techniques.
Although I have included some explanations of the increases and the Latvian braid,
I will leave links to all techniques used on the next page. I recommend referring to
these links if you have any trouble understanding the pattern. 

Happy knitting!
Emma
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Bear hug cowl
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Yarn notes
For this pattern I used Fibra Natura Shepherd's Own Chunky (100% all natural
undyed wool) in a chocolate brown (50007) for the main colour, and Álafoss Lopi in
Wheat Heather for contrast. The lopi yarn is slightly lighter than my main colour,
however as it's just used for the Latvian braid it does not make a difference to the
gauge. 

This pattern is more of a recipe and will work with any yarn of a heavier weight,
such as lopi, with only minor adjustments to the stitch count to adjust the size.
Since it will be worn next to the skin I would recommend you choose a yarn that
you don't find to be itchy or irritating to your skin. 

Old Norwegian cast on (YouTube video)

Lifted increases (scroll down to 'Lifted Increases')

Kitchener stitch (photo guide)

Latvian braid (YouTube video)

Icelandic bind off (YouTube video)

Useful links

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UcwmCuIylII&feature=emb_title
https://www.interweave.com/article/knitting/improve-knitting-inreases/
https://www.purlsoho.com/create/kitchener-stitch-video/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DAmDr9UKrH0&t=346s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6-qqh1toIk


There is no strict gauge that needs to be adhered to. My gauge with 7mm
needles is just over 10 stitches to 10cm. If your knitted fabric is too tight or too
loose with suggested needle size, simply size up or down and reduce or increase
the total number of stitches - keeping in mind that the pattern increases 8
stitches (four on either side) before the shoulder (so don't make your front and
back flaps too wide), and that the collar is a four stitch pattern repeat. 

Gauge notes

Pattern notes

Approx. 250g chunky weight yarn in main colour
Scrap yarn in contrast colour for Latvian braid
7mm  double ended or circular needles (suggestion only)
Stitch marker
Spare cable or yarn to hold back piece when knitting front piece
Tapestry needle

Tools and materials

Long tail cast on (Old Norwegian/German Twisted)
Slip stitch edge
Increase and decrease (invisible lifted)
Kitchener stitch
Latvian braid
Icelandic bind off

Techniques and methods

Pattern notes
The number of rows to knit in this pattern is suggestion only. If you want a
shorter 'bib', knit fewer rows. If you want a longer collar, knit a few more rows. If
you are using a lighter weight yarn I would also recommend that you consider
knitting a few more increases before the shoulder, binding off more stitches at
the shoulder if you feel the collar would be too wide, and also knit a few extra
rounds in stockinette before starting the two-by-two rib.
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Increase notes
In this pattern I've worked a lifted increase which does not produce a gap or hole.
There is a left leaning and a right leaning version described below, however in my
original version I only knitted the left leaning increase.

Left lifted invisible increase:
Slip next stitch. With left needle pick up stitch below slipped stitch (the one the
slipped stitch is knitted from) and knit into this. This produces two stitches from
the one stitch in the row below. 

ht lifted invisible increase:
With right needle pick up stitch below next stitch and lift up onto left needle. Knit
into lifted stitch, slip the second 'twin' stitch coming from the same stitch below. 

Purling increases on wrong side:
Purl each stitch as individual stitches - do not purl them as one (even though they
come from the same stitch in the row below) as this will remove the increase. 
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Pattern
Cast on 34 stitches using a long tail cast on.

Garter border:
Slip first stitch at beginning of each row. Knit 7 rows.

Stockinette section:
Starting from the 'wrong side'. 
Row 1: Slip first stitch, knit 3, purl until 4 stitches, knit 4.
Row 2: Slip first stitch, knit across.

Repeat rows 1 and 2 for 29 rows (or until desired length), finishing by knitting a
purl side (row 1). 

Increase section:
Row 1: Slip first stitch, knit 3, work a right lifted increase (or increase of choice), knit
until 5 stitches, work a left lifted increase, knit to end.
Row 2: Slip first stitch, knit 3, purl until 4 stitches (purling increases as individual
stitches), knit 4.

Repeat rows 1 and 2 three more times (42 stitches on needle). Finish on a wrong
side, having purled (row 2). 

Transfer stitches to a spare cable or yarn. Put aside and repeat pattern for back
piece. 

My favourite cast on is the Old Norwegian

(also known as German Twisted).
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Kitchener stitch join
You will need both front and back pieces on needles for this part. Thread a
tapestry needle with a length (20-25 cm) of main colour yarn.

Set up:
With front and back pieces, wrong sides facing, pull tapestry needle through first
stitch on front piece (piece closest to you) purl wise, leaving the stitch on the
needle.
Pull needle through first stitch on back piece knit wise, also leaving stitch on the
needle.

Repeat:
Pull needle through first stich of front piece knit wise, slipping stitch from needle.
Pull needle through purl wise into the next stitch (leaving stitch on needle).
Pull needle through first stitch on back piece purl wise, slipping stitch off needle.
Pull needle through the next stitch knit wise. 

Kitchener stitch 6 stitches on either side - these are the shoulder joins. 

Once  shoulder joins are completed, slip all remaining live stitches onto the same
needle and place a marker at beginning of row.

Ribbed collar set up:
You will now knit a few rows of stockinette in the round before starting the ribbing. 
On the first knit row pick up a stitch at either kitchener seam to avoid gaping (2
stitches increased). Knit five rounds stockinette total, reducing two stitches on the
last round.

Ribbed collar
Continue in two-by-two rib (knit 2, purl 2), for 23 rows or until desired length -
keeping in mind that there will be four more rows for the Latvian braid before
binding off.
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Latvian braid set up:
Slip beginning of row marker and the next stitch. Lift the stitch below this and knit
into it (a left leaning increase). Instead of continuing to knit, turn your work so the
wrong side is facing you. Slip your increased stitch and it's 'twin' onto your right
needle (which was your left needle a second ago). Slip marker.

Join your contrast colour and knit one stitch, followed by a main colour stitch. Knit
every other stitch in the contrast colour like this until you reach beginning of row
again - knitting the lifted increase together as one stitch.

Latvian braid:
Row 1: Purl every contrast colour stitch in contrast colour, and every main colour in
main colour. When you pull the yarn for the next stitch, do so from underneath the
other colour.
Your yarn will twist, but it will untwist in the next row. 
Row 2: Purl the same as previous row, but instead of pulling yarn from under the
other colour, pull it over instead (this will untwist it). 

Bind off:
Knit one row in main colour. 
Bind off using a stretchy bind off, like the Icelandic bind off.

Sew in all ends. Steam block lightly. 
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Thank you for knitting this pattern! If you have found any
errors you can let me know through my blog or Instagram

@SwedishNonsense. If you share your project through
Instagram feel free to tag me :) SwedishNonsense

swedishnonsense.wordpress.com


